Mid Norfolk Canopies & Trailers Ltd are agents for the Meredith and Eyre Trailer range.

Tipper Trailer
3500kg GVW
Designed using the latest 3D CAD design technology, and manufactured in the
UK, the MET35105 Tipper Trailer comes loaded with a host of benefits,
including:
Heavy duty chequer plate sides, headboard and double hinged tailgate
(removable) Aluminium clad floor over phenolic resin 18mm high density plywood Power tipping gear with on board battery and remote control plus manual
back-up. Locking 50mm Ball Head Coupling & Spare Wheel
Options of loading ramps, weld mesh side extension kits and much more.

MET35105 Trailer fitted with optional heavy duty swivelling/telescopic rear prop stands,
showing the Safety Prop deployed

The MET35105 Trailer Chassis is fitted with M+E
manufactured heavy duty, low maintenance rubber
torsion axles, and has provision for ramp storage.

MET35105
STANDARD SPECIFICATION

MAXIMUM GROSS
The suspension has been proven in the Construction
WEIGHT kg
Plant industry and it has excellent ride characteristics
to cope with operation in both laden and unladen
UNLADEN WEIGHT kg
conditions.
(With Sides)
The Tipper body is mounted to the base by utilising 2
LENGTH
rear low friction bearings and a 3 stage hydraulic ram.

The hydraulic ram features class leading kinetic
geometry to ensure a highly efficient tip, without
compromising ground clearance so critical for dirt
track or on site towing, and thereby maximising the
number of lifts per charge of the heavy duty
battery.

980
3050mm (10’)

When in the down position large side guilds locate the WIDTH mm
body, which sits on progressive rubber landing pads,
significantly reducing noise.
HEIGHT OF SIDES mm
The one piece Aluminium Clad Floor ensures easy
tipping, and the tailboard hinges from the top or the
bottom, to allow ‘Tip Thru’ operation.

3500

LOADING HEIGHT mm

1680mm
(5’ 6”)
380mm (15”)
730mm (29”)

SEE PRICE LIST FOR FULL EQUIPMENT
LEVELS & OPTIONS

Trailer factory fitted with Speed Winch and Headboard Option,
with Spare Wheel fitted as Standard

The Power Pack is housed behind a protective cowl.
The fail safe hydraulic system also includes an
effective manual back up pump.
The Pendant Control (with wander lead) plugs into
the power pack enabling the tipping operation to be
monitored and controlled safely from the side.
The Control is magnetised for ease of use.
Optional Recessed Lashing Rings, Weld Mesh Side
Extensions and Heavy Duty Rear Prop Stands

Trailer shown with
optional Ladder Rack, Props and Speed Winch

The Rear Light Clusters are
set into pivoting housings to
limit impact damage in use

Standard one piece aluminium floor sheet
and chequer plate sides

Optional Chequer Plate Steel Loading Skids Kit (8’ Long)
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